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LTE Award for „Best Testing 2015“ goes to SIGOS
The famous LTE North America Award 2015 in the category "Best Test / Measurement Solution" has been awarded to the company SIGOS, headquartered in Germany

Dallas, Texas (USA), November 18, 2015 – SIGOS GmbH, the worldwide leader in automated end-to-end active testing and Fraud Detection of telecommunication networks and services, won the LTE North America Awards 2015 in the category of "Best Test / Measurement Solution".

The annual LTE North America Awards is rewarding outstanding products and solutions in their area, among previous awardees like AT&T, Ericsson, Fujitsu and Oracle. The category "Best Test / Measurement Solution" is awarding network and device testing solutions that stand out in the market.

"Our test system SITE is providing more than 50% of the mobile networks around the world to keep up with today’s highest expectations on Service Quality. As a market leader SIGOS has to be the most advanced active end-to-end test system available on the market. This award recognizes the effort of our team to continue maintaining that goal in long term. I have to say we are very very proud to win this Award", says Mohammad Zaman, SIGOS Vice President for the Americas.

About SIGOS
SIGOS is the worldwide leader in automated end-to-end testing and fraud detection of telecommunication networks and services. The scalable and entirely customizable solutions SITE and GlobalRoamer enable network operators, OTT content and solution providers, carriers and regulators to fully understand Quality of Service and Quality of Experience in 2G, 3G, LTE and CDMA networks from an end-user perspective.

The product SITE is the industry’s most advanced test system available. The architecture allows seamless integrating into existing network infrastructures from radio access to core.

Revenue Assurance represents a key element of the SITE system, to test and verify tariffs, compare CDRs and assure correct billing, national and in over 780 networks worldwide. In combination with the leading fraud detection solution any revenue leakages such as SIM Boxes, Early Charging, Late Disconnect, etc. can be identified.

Reaching beyond national networks, GlobalRoamer, the world’s largest roaming testing infrastructure hosted by Keynote SIGOS, provides access to over 780 networks in 206 countries worldwide, to permanently monitor roaming services, protect revenues and increase customer satisfaction.

SIGOS today serves 440 customers in 153 countries worldwide, including most top 100 network operators.
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